
ST. BARTHOLOMEW PARISH PASTORAL COUNCIL MINUTES 

JANUARY 26, 2016 

PRESENT: FATHER MARCIN; PAUL LONNEMAN; WILLIAM HOCH; WILLIAM BARTLETT; MARY ANN 

COLEMEN; THOMAS ROBINSON; LINDA BOUCHID; CAROL KULPA; NANCY BOJARSKI; LINDA ALUBICK-

FREYMUTH; FRANK MELLO; RAY DUSSAULT; ANDY BRINDISI; DOROTHY BRINDISI.     

ABSENT:  JENNIFER AREL; SANDY OUELLETTE; RICHARD BORDEN 

 

I. MEETING COMMENCED AT 7:00 p.m. 

 

II. OPENING PRAYER 

 

III. REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES OF DECEMBER 1, 2015 

 

IV. VIDEO:   The Epidemic.   Clip depicting a decision to sacrifice a child to save the world from a 

fatal virus.  Discussion regarding the relationship between this sacrifice and the sacrifice of 

Christ at each Mass and how we respond to this sacrifice; i.e. do we appreciate it or are we 

casual and apathetic? 

 

V. FINE TUNING OF CONTENT/STRUCTURE/PROMOTION OF MONTHLY EVALNGELICAL 

MEETINGS BASED ON FEEDBACK FROM FIRST SESSION HELD ON JANUARY 18, 2016. 

 

A. Andy thought the response was very positive and that the initial session would whet the 

appetites of attendees for future sessions. Paul expressed that all attendees seemed in 

engaged.   Dorothy stated that the session was an open exchange which welcomed and 

accepted disagreement. 

B. It was decided that it would be appropriate for attendees to receive a copy of 

Rediscover Catholicism, by Matthew Kelly. 

C. Ray suggested that The Epidemic may be appropriate to be viewed and considered at a 

future session. 

D. Deacon Bill suggested that it would be important to develop Fr. Marcin’s themes so that 

people could read up to be prepared for sessions or follow the program.  It was 

emphasized, however, that the programs would not be sequential such that the 

appreciation of one session would be dependent on the previous session(s); rather each 

session would “stand alone”. 

E. Father Marcin noted that in his experience, by the 3rd and 4th sessions, the attendance 

rates improve dramatically. 

F. Structure for the next session would be: 



People would read and prepare (“package” would be available one 

month in advance); showing of movie (The Epidemic?); examination of Catholic 

Church documents; Questions; Discussion of Mass format including the ongoing 

discussion about silence versus talking before Mass. 

G. Fr. Marcin mentioned dynamiccatholic.com as a valuable resource and tool. 

H. Promotion ideas were to utilize more posters for advertising; the possibility of 

professionally prepared works; Deacon Bill mentioned Ellen Dougan as a resource for 

that type of work.   Publicize sessions in the bulletins.  We were given budget of $5000. 

Council members were asked by Paul to come prepared to discuss ideas on how to 

utilize these monies at our next council meeting. 

I. The next session would be scheduled for March 21, 2016 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 

 

VI. OLD BUSINESS 

A. Church colors.  Ray offered that, with respect to new colors in the church, warm and 

welcoming colors be used. 

B. Sidewalk treatments.  Ray cautioned that rock salt was being used on the new sidewalks 

and should not be as it is corrosive.  Fr. Marcin would address this concern. 

C. Guestbooks.  Dorothy confirmed that guestbooks are set out at Mass and that letters 

would be sent to those visitors who sign the book and leave an address. 

D. Ushers/collection practices.  Dorothy raised a concern about the ushers having difficulty 

lifting the collection boxes.  Nancy offered that coasters could/should be used to wheel 

the collection boxes and further that Bob Ardini may be able to supply this equipment. 

 

VII. NEW BUSINESS:   

Tom raised topics concerning: 

A. Alleviating Fr. Marcin’s administrative burdens;  

B. Evangelization outside of the church or beyond regular church attendees; and 

C. Relationship between St. Bartholomew and St. Bridget. 

 

VIII. PASTOR’S UPDATE:    

A. Fr. Marcin stressed the importance of the linkage between the parishes of St. 

Bartholomew and St. Bridget.   Urged the need for parish leadership to meet at least 

twice per year to discuss how they can work together. 

B. There will be liturgy of the word for children every 2 weeks. 

C. Mentioned the opening of the Youth Ministry Center at St. Bridget. 

D. Mentioned the substantial bequest to St. Bridget from the Estate of Raymond Damato. 

 

IX. CLOSING PRAYER 

X. ADJOURNMENT AT 8:45 

XI. NEXT MEETING MARCH 22, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m. 


